University College Reintegration: Academic Support Team Charter

UMA 2016 – 2020 Strategic Plan (rev. 2017), Actions Supporting Key Strategies:
2.1 Complete the full reintegration of University College into UMA to enhance UMA’s statewide mission

Membership Leads: Joe Szakas, Brenda McAleer, and Greg Fahy

The Academic Support Team members will provide insight and guidance into the reintegration of academic support systems for all UMA students, whether on our two Campuses, enrolled at one of our eight Centers, or taking classes totally online. The sub-teams will focus on their respective areas of integration, including how best to make use of resources - human, financial, and technological – to provide stellar support to students in all modalities.

Preliminary reports from the sub-teams will be due to the membership leads by March 16 and the final recommendations by April 13.

Sub-team membership:
1. Instructional Design (including Instructional and Media Support)
   Joe Szakas, Greg Fahy, Brenda McAleer, BJ Kitchin, Marilyn Hudzina, Lauren DuBois, Justin Hafford, Andrei Strukov, Steve Hatch, Frank Ellis, and Robert Bernheim
2. Learning Support (including Center SSC Coordinator role)
   Joe Szakas, Greg Fahy, Brenda McAleer, Sheri Fraser, Laurie Grant, Ian Magill, Jim Bradley, Jeremy Bouford, Shelley Taylor, and Cindy Dean
3. Library Services
   Joe Szakas, Greg Fahy, Brenda McAleer, Ben Treat, Stacey Brownlie, Ann Delaney, Anne Fensie, Jodi Williams, and Rob Kellerman
4. Writing Labs
   Joe Szakas, Greg Fahy, Brenda McAleer, Stacey Brownlie, Elizabeth Powers, Michelle Lisi, Tom Nickerson, Mina Matthews, Sally Daniels, Gillian Jordan, and Roz Hodge
5. Academic Logistics
   Helene Turcotte, Tina Howard, Renee Heal, Dana Haskell, Terry Lawson, Matt Wilbur, Joe Demotta and Bill Starrett